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The clip shows Sagai sitting in a darkened room with the filmmaker and his own friends discussing
the janoon (madness) of film. He discloses that his own connection to cinema (and to kriya yoga) is
through Rajnikanth, the popular Tamil film star. He immediately contrasts him to Hindi film brand
Amitabh Bachchan, hoping to draw his friend out to deliver some famous dialogues. The somewhat
forced conversation turns to the twos co-starrer Hum (a triple bill with comedy star Govinda) which
revitalised Amitabs flagging career back in the early 1990s; in it they had some chemistry, they all
agree. Do not think we are all decadent filmi babas all are not so. We were all very hardworking,
looking forward to a better future. I was working as a typist in a recruitment company which
managed to get me into the advertising industry as a telecaller. I left my family in Bhopal when I
moved to Bombay and was living with my boyfriend at the time. Over the years, I have followed my
friends who migrated to Bombay and eventually set up their offices there. I worked at an agency
where I specialised in creating promotional campaigns for people's careers, and I would have my first
film assignment in July 1993. It would be several more years before I noticed the way Bollywood had
changed. I may have started as a typist but I watched the news reel of Deewaar, all about the first
Hindi film to win the Oscars, in 1993. I worked for several Bollywood companies but found none had
the soul of the house that I grew up in. Towards the end of my working life, the belief that change
could take place in Bollywood resonated with me and I made a decision to work on it.
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Sound Mix: Dannying This Is Vinay Choudhury's idea. He likes the movie to have a real music Film
director: Vinay Choudhury (feud with) The word 'influence' comes from two sources: 1) The police's

monitoring 2) The way cinema used to influence Bollywood. During these thirty years, the way Indian
films were produced gradually changed. The old studios, such as Prabhat Film Company, were
merged with two other studios: Rajkamal Kalamandir and Bengal Picture Company. Rajkamal

Kalamandir and Bengal Picture Company were the largest studios in Bombay, while Prabhat Film
Company is the biggest in the whole of India. The offices of Prabhat Film Company and Rajkamal

Kalamandir had always been respectively the second and third biggest in Bombay, although Bengal
Film Company was the biggest in Hindi films. It's hard to leave this one of the list. Farhan Akhtar's
2001 debut film is when travel took a front seat in a Bollywood film than just as a backdrop to a

scene. Dil Chahta Hai in our opinion will always remain theultimate hindi travel song for road trips,
especially if during from Mumbai to Goa through the Konkan coast, where this song was shot. The
clip shows Sagai sitting in a darkened room with the filmmaker and his own friends discussing the

janoon (madness) of film. He discloses that his own connection to cinema (and to kriya yoga) is
through Rajnikanth, the popular Tamil film star. He immediately contrasts him to Hindi film brand

Amitabh Bachchan, hoping to draw his friend out to deliver some famous dialogues. The somewhat
forced conversation turns to the twos co-starrer Hum (a triple bill with comedy star Govinda) which
revitalised Amitabs flagging career back in the early 1990s; in it they had some chemistry, they all
agree. Soon, Sagai brings the focus back to a comparison of Rajnikanth and Amitabh; he contrasts
their trademark entries into films in terms of their speeds (fast and slow, respectively) and what

qualities of the actors style they allow to be emphasised (action vs dialogue). 5ec8ef588b
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